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Studio Job is a ground-breaking art and design studio based in The Netherlands and 

Milan. Job Smeets, from Weert, Netherlands, a pioneer of contemporary conceptual 

and sculptural art and design founded Studio Job in 1998 in the renaissance spirit, 

combining traditional and modern techniques to produce once-in-a-lifetime objects. 

Joined in 2000 by graphic designer Nynke Tynagel the studio added a multitude of 

craftspeople and has gone on to grow to over 30 people and have worked with a 

vast range of high profile clients, galleries and collectors.

In the Studio Job atelier, traditional and modern techniques are combined to produce 

once-in-a-lifetime objects. A vast range of crafts are practiced at Studio Job, 

where traditional craftspeople such as sculptors and specialists in casting bronze 

and making stained-glass windows, work alongside experts adept in using lasers 

and 3D printing. Based in both Belgium and the Netherlands, technique, science 

and ornamental designs come together in their work as examples of what can be 

described as Gesamtkunstwerk - a total art work or an all embracing art form.

Studio Job are pioneers of contemporary conceptual and sculptural design. The 

results range from unique bronze artwork in the Metropolitan Museum, New York, to 

a royal stamp featuring the Dutch King (40 million pieces produced) from the unique 

life-size bronze sculptures on Miami Beach, to the one-off Wunderkammer curiosity 

cabinet that Studio Job produced for Swarovski in Innsbruck.

All Studio Job projects are distinguished by a love of detail, freedom of expression 

and blend of 2D and 3D. With more than 400 exhibitions, including solo shows, 

around the world Studio Job’s work can be found in many important mu- seum 

collections. Their iconic, heraldic and cartoon-like sculptures are popular with 

collectors world-wide. Proclaimed one of the most influential design teams by the 

Financial Times, Studio Job are passionate about building up an oeuvre that is 

becoming increasingly extravagant in its details and increasingly personal.

Studio Job work across many areas including art, design, fashion, architecture and 

interiors having worked with a vast range of high profile clients including sculptures 

for Swarovski, Barneys and Land Rover, and product collections for many brands 

such as Swatch, Alessi, Moooi and Pepsi to name a few. In 2017 Studio Job teamed 

up with Italian manufacturer Seletti to form the joint brand BLOW producing products 

in their pop spirit with a radical twist. In 2018 Studio Job launched their own online 

store JobShop of limited edition collectibles.

Studio Job are consistently ranked as one of the world’s most influential players within 

design and art. Their highly collectable work creates a bridge between object and 

product by merging monumental design and graphic artwork.

Studio Job Biography



Job Smeets, the founder and director of Studio Job was born, raised, and in his 

own words ‘thrown out of Weert’. The town of Weert had such an impact on his life 

and works, and can be seen echoed in many of his industrial styled works, and his 

celebration of the everyday seen in the Farm and Homework collections.

Within the practice of Studio Job it’s not uncommon for us to use an existing canvas 

or grid as a base for new artwork, examples can be seen in the ‘Automobile’ based 

on a Landrover Defender, the upcoming Tunnel project in Amsterdam, the Light 

Tower in Kijkduin, the facades found in Milan, Miami and Amsterdam.

“As a young schoolboy I used to make a de-tour to pass by this incredible 
structure. I was always intrigued by it, by how those ships were unloaded with 
those tonnes of flour. For me, it’s an iconic part of the industrial heritage of 
Weert. For me growing up there, it was the Eiffel Tower of Weert, as the only 
steel construction in the town and an icon.

Some years later, I moved to Antwerp, Belgium to a studio by the harbour, the 
harbour was much bigger, and the cranes higher, but I was drawn to living 
in that area because of this early influence of the crane in Weert. I found that 
former high-tec industrialism becomes prehistoric inheritance within one 
lifetime.

Food for thought, food for me, food for Weert.”

 -  Job Smeets - 2019
  

Job Smeets



“Weert has played a profound part in my life; growing up in the town until I was 18, then 
returning after studying to open my first ever atelier, and now coming home to Weert as I 
turn 50 to work on a project that, by total chance, will sit below the window of my parents 
apartment. I consider myself to be a home-grown product of Weert, it has a special place 
in my heart as it’s where I grew up in many senses of the word.”

Job Smeets’s family go back almost 100 years in Weert, encompassing many facets of 
Weert’s social history, with one side of the family owning a successful forklift company. The 
other side a true working class family with nine children. Job’s uncle even becoming Price 
Carnival Fun I of Weert back in 1984. “To me my parents are the perfect example of the 
people of Weert; honest, hard working and loyal to their town.”

“The Wertha Crane was an iconic part of my childhood, as a boy cycling along the canal 
every day during summer to the public pool ‘Ijzeren Man’ travelling underneath the crane 
that stretched across the road. I recall it functioning with the flour being transported on the 
canal boats back when Weert was considered a flourishing town as the Gate of Limburg. 
Knowing the town from its’ industrial times and now as a modern more residential town I 
wanted to highlight these elements in the piece I designed for Weert.”

“When we visited the remnants of the crane, with my parents to also get their reaction, we 
got a melancholy feeling of the past. What I saw was not precious architecture, more a 
huge brutalist industrial workhorse. I realised it wasn’t necessary to use the whole crane, 
since the volume would be just too much for the new location. What we needed was it’s 
soul. When I explored the deteriorated cabin, it felt more related to the people who brought 
the crane to life. In my work I’m always interested in focusing on the relationship between 
people and object, in this case, it’s the people that made that crane come alive not the 
material.”

Seeing the amount of decay and the true scale of the piece lying in the long grass, Job felt 
compelled to resurrect the heart and soul of structure and it’s meaning to the area to give 
it a second life. Rather than just recreating a now redundant old machine, he wanted to 
celebrate history and entropy of the old structure. Like a phoenix from the ashes, taking the 
heart of the piece as the central focus, we formed our sculpture around the original metal 
cabin, keeping the true skin of the piece visible. Inspired by the classical Greek sculpture 
of Atlas carrying the world on his back, we have the cabin of the Wetha crane being held 
on the shoulders of the people of Weert, symbolising the future of Weert built and carried 
forward on the backbone of its industrial past. 

The Wertha Crane

Materials: Casted bronze and aluminium polished and patinated, light installation, hand painting, toughened 
glass, electrical clockwork, acrylic, transparent epoxy coating, metal construction, restored cabin

Approximate dimensions: Height 6-7m, Width 2.5m, Depth 4m.

Atlas Sculpture Job Smeets visits the Wetha Crane cabin



Starting at base of the sculpture, a casted and polished metal pedestal will be formed into 
a brick structure to echo the industrial roots of the area, a theme that has been prevalent in 
Studio Job’s work for years. By creating a brick structure rather than real bricks the pedestal 
becomes part of the sculpture itself, essentially a very classical approach. 

The legendary workers of Weert will be sculpted in accurate minute detail, in a true to 
life form wearing historically accurate attire (for example overalls, boots etc..) delivering 
emotion through their posture and expressions.

On the shoulders of the workers sits the original cabin, stripped to its’ bones then restored 
and preserved to last for future generations. The cabin will be clad with bronze elements 
made in our atelier, such as; window frames, a bronze horn, and the ventilator. Out of the 
windows (created to look broken although they will be solid) grow hand-painted bronze 
roses symbolising new life and growth arising from the ashes of the past. “Rather than 
fetishize the history, we want to show a Weert built on the industrial past that looks to it’s 
bright future”.

Atop of the cabin we have added the ‘past and future’ clock, derived from both the 
classic clock in public square and the factory workers clock. On this clock the time runs 
both forwards and backwards, the numbers and hands running backwards to the past but 
accurately telling the current time in reverse form (the clock is an optional feature of the 
sculpture). 

Many elements of this piece are iconic symbols that play a role in many of Studio Jobs’ 
work and sculptural masterpieces (examples can be seen on the following pages); the roses 
as a symbol of strength and rebirth; the red brick pedestal an homage to industrialization; 
transforming defunct vehicles has been a huge theme, from the Automobile (2013) to the 
Carwash (2018) and B*llsh*t Circus (2019), the elevation from familiar vehicle to art work; 

playing with the idea of high and low such as crafting smashed windows that are not actually 
smashed. The decay becomes the pattern.

We propose a sculptural piece that is for everyone yet also can be a personal experience. 
Creating it in a position and scale (at approximately 7 metres high) that seen from the city 
bridge connected to the canal, as you would have viewed the old crane. And on the other 
hand, the opportunity to create possibly the first singular purpose public square in Weert, for 
both residents and visitors to enjoy the sculpture up-close, seeing the intricate detailing of the 
work. “We want to create a true piece for all people and ages, something to be discovered 
on a Sunday walk, a place to visit with your family. At the centre of it we want to combine 
both the history and the art form.” 

With every side different the sculpture is a 360 degree experience that drastically changes 
from day to night. As the daylight fades and the vibrant colours diminish, a light source 
emerges from within the cabin creating a night-time light sculpture creating a warm beacon 
in the new square.

The sculpture will be professionally engineered and then hand crafted at the Studio Job 
atelier in Tilburg, Netherlands. All elements of the work will be sculpted by hand, first in 
nature-form then casted in bronze and aluminium, and finally painted and polished before 
being coated with a transparent weather poof layer to ensure maximum durability in all 
weather conditions. Due to the nature of our materials we are able to estimate the durability 
of new work will exceed many generations. The piece would also be fully recyclable and 
created from ‘green alloys’ both recycled and fully recyclable metals. The durability of the 
piece ensures the minimum of maintenance is required reducing the energy and cost needed, 
as well as impact on the environment, a key factor in Studio Job’s work.

 -  Job Smeets, Milan, 2019

The Wertha Crane (continued)



‘Broken Window’ Example - from ‘Carwash’ by Studio Job Roses Example - from ‘Carwash’ by Studio Job



Brick Structure pedestal example - House of Job Milan Brick Structure pedestal example - House of Job Milan



Wertha Crane - Proposed Concept Sketches









Client: Gemeente Weert Studio Job B.V. T +31 13 571 83 93
Wilhelminasingel 101 Heliosstraat 10 M +31 6 21449898
6000 AZ Weert 5048 CB Tilburg E office@studiojob.be
Nederland The Netherlands www.studiojobgallery.com

CC 20154896 VAT  NL 8208.51.553.B01

Offer date: 21 10 2019
Offer number: Werthaboulevard 01211009

   PROJECT: Kraan Werthaboulevard

Description Amount

1. Technisch tekenwerk 3.000€                         

2. Moedervorm 78.750€                       
 -  sokkel 
 -  4 personen
 -  rozentakken + rozen
 -  sierlijsten 
 -  ventilator
 -  verlichting 

3. Gietkosten 135.000€                     
 -  siliconen & zand mallen
 -  gieten van alle moedervormen. 

4. Afwerking 66.000€                       
 -  constructie
 -  schuren & lassen
 -  polijsten

5. Handschilderen 37.500€                       
 -  schilderen van gegoten onderdelen

6. coaten 7.500€                         
 -   weer beschermende coating (Transparant)

7. opknappen bestaande cabine kraan 14.500€                       
 -   originele onderdelen kraan herstellen 

8. Verpakken / kisten 1.750€                         
 -   beschermen voor transport naar locatie

9. overige kosten 12.500€                       
 -   constructie materialen
 -   afwerkmaterialen 
 -   schildermaterialen 
 -   verpakkings materiaal
 -   glasramen 

10. interne transport 
 - studio Job naar externe partijen 5.000€                         

11. Supervisie tijdens installatie op locatie 2.000€                         
 -   studio Job aanwezig tijdens de installatie

12. Afronding na installatie. 
 -   Kunstwerk afwerken/bijwerken na installatie 1.500€                         

optioneel

13. Klok € 9.250

Subtotal  (Excl. 9% btw) 374.250,00€                

Cost price in euro
Excl. foundation, installation and transport, incl. supervision installation
Terms of payment: 50% order, 50 before delivery 

Proposed Costs
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